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Abstract

This study aim for know How mark or humanity society in the era of this globalization. This study use Literature Review method or review References with do search a number of results study from relevant journals or in accordance with the problem studied from a number of indexer such as Google Scholar, Basicedu, Garuda, Sinta, and so on . Result of this study show that in the era of globalization this values Pancasila among Indonesian citizens began fade. Especially on value humanity current society this start decreased, resulting in a sense of individualism increase so that no exists Again concern to fellow. Presence globalization of course just bring influence big for a country, fine that influence positive nor negative. Influence positive obtained from the era of globalization this is one of them that is advances in science and technology, where the world is increasingly develop This knowledge knowledge and technology are also increasing growing and growing advanced. So from that is, so that the values Pancasila this no lost in yourself public we need apply return values pancasila this with one way with implement mutual feelings appreciate, respect and love without must differentiate between each other, improve concern to around.
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Introduction

Indonesia is one of the countries that has it history and principles ideology used in activity nationality and state are different with other countries in the world. Pancasila was appointed become ideology Indonesian nation because of the values contained in Pancasila is values original from personality the Indonesian nation himself (Regiani & Dewi, 2021). As ideology, Pancasila is not it only results from thinking somebody or group of people, however Pancasila lift mark custom customs, values culture , as well existing religious values become view life Indonesian nation before form a country (Savitri & Dewi, 2021). One of contained value in Pancasila , namely mark humanity contained in the precepts secondly which reads " Just and Civilized Humanity ". According to Michael Jibrael Rorong , (2020) humans are basically own inclined nature together or in meaning no can life alone. Because life humans who don't alone and in groups , humans Certain do activity his daily life that is interact. Life interact man the is need base man in socialize . Man is creature creation cultured god as well as own potency thought, taste, intention and creation ( Notonegoro , Sari & Najicha , 2022). In the precepts second Pancasila reads " just and civilized humanity ". On the precepts second thiscontained values humanity must pay attention and can applied in life daily. Just and civilized humanity this own meaning as essentially social creatures no can life alone and in need help others then we no can important self alone and must behave fair, good to self alone. other people, nations, countries, as well fair to environment around and fair towards god almighty. humanity is one of form from various mutual societal reactions honor one with each other (Sari & Najicha , 2022). Sense of humanity is results than growth spiritual , results than growth culture , results than natural level low to more level tall . Humanity is results than evolution within his heart human (Sabri, 2021). Human values is values that teach that every Indonesian citizens must behave fair and humane to everyone apart from existing differences . Disila both are also
pregnant mark uphold tall honor and dignity as civilized creatures. All Indonesian people have it equal rights in the eyes law, religion, society, and others (Hidayat & Dewi, 2021). Pancasila contains mark humanist (Sitorus, in Savitri & Dewi, 2021). Indonesian society will more reconcile if sorry apply please second this in his life, because please this emphasizes the social aspects of belonging principle love fellow human beings and have the same degree anywhere, without looking at religion, race, ethnicity and class. In fact, please both Pancasila "Just and Civilized Humanity" reflect awareness Indonesian nation as part from universal humanity. Be in position strategic, the intersection of two continents and two oceans broad, following diversity with its biodiversity and culture, Indonesia has become a "terrain." encounter " between continuum of civilization. For then accept constructive global influence nor destructive. In an era of increasing globalization advanced. Of course just give impact for countries including Indonesia, good. That impact positive or negative. One of them happen lowering the moral quality of the nation, decline the can We Look like Lots cases are emerging that are not in accordance with the normative values that live in Indonesian society (Fadhilah & Dewi, 2022). The word globalization taken from global which means universal. Globalization is something symptom melt it socio-cultural inter global nation. So that connection between nation often linked with development technology information, world developments, and so on (Savitri & Dewi, 2021). Time has progressed lots influence way of society in think and act. Society becomes more intelligent in respond share problem Good in context economy and social culture. However, progress this no ensure exists internal moral improvement all over society. One of for example that is exists violence increasingly sexual widespread happening around we has show that Public awareness regarding impact sexual harassment is still very minimal (Widaninetyas & Najicha, 2023).

Research Methodology

Research methods in articles this use literature review method or Literature review with do search a number of results study from relevant journals or in accordance with the problem studied from a number of indexer such as Google Scholar, Basicedu, Garuda Sinta, and so on. This method is usual terms used in show A reference something method study or research certain with objective For collect and evaluate priority related research with something topic certain. Deep method this literature review can done in a way systematic However still follow the existing protocol, namely subjectivity something research (Fauziyah & Sugiarit, 2022). Snyder, in Nurislaminingsi et al., (2020) said that literature review is a methodology purposeful research for collect and take essence from researcher previously as well as analyze a number of overview of written experts in text. Snyder also concluded that literature review has role as base for various type study. Because results literature review provides understanding about development knowledge, source of stimulus for creation policy, ignite creation of new and useful ideas as guide for study field certain. According to Wahyudin & Rahayu, (2020) several researchers who have do research with System Literature Review (SLR), defines SLR as following:

a. SLR is method For identify, evaluate and interpret all available research with question study certain, or field topic or interesting phenomenon
b. SLRs are approach evidence-based for look for relevant studies with a number of question research that has been set with choose, judge, and persist findings for answer question study
c. SLR is a technique for analyze state-of-the-art in field knowledge certain with in a way official define statement problems, sources information, search string, criteria inclusion and exclusion in found papers.
d. SLR is a research technique used for study or find existing issues in Software Engineering.

Result & Discussion

Based on results search journals relevant publications with the problems discussed, then withdrawal conclusion can seen in table 1 as following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writer</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Research methods</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Sabri (2021)</td>
<td>Rediscovering the Spirit of Just and Civilized Humanity: <em>Philosophical Scales</em> of Reason (Fauziyah &amp; Sugiarit, 2022) (Nurislmainingsih, 2023)</td>
<td>Qualitative method analysis text</td>
<td>In fact, please both Pancasila &quot;Just and Civilized Humanity&quot; reflect awareness Indonesian nation as part from universal humanity. Be in position strategic, the intersection of two continents and two oceans broad, following diversity With its biodiversity and culture, Indonesia has</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachmawati &amp; Winoto (2020)</td>
<td>Perennis become a &quot;terrain.&quot; encounter &quot;between continuum of civilization. For Then accept constructive global influence nor destructive.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sari &amp; Najicha (2022)</td>
<td>Understand Nialai - Pancasila Values as the Foundation of the State in Community Life</td>
<td>Study methods literature</td>
<td>Understanding and application Pancasila values as the foundation of the state is very important in building a just, civilized and united society. Values Pancasila need socialized and implemented in life a day day For guard existence Indonesian nation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ririk Novembri (2022)</td>
<td>Implementation of Human Values for Students in the Learning Process PPKn</td>
<td>Descriptive method qualitative</td>
<td>Just and civilized humanity contain understanding that Indonesia is recognized and needed in accordance his honor and dignity as creature creation of God Almighty, the same the degree is the same rights and obligations, without differentiate between religion, ethnicity, race and descent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fadhilah &amp; Dewi (2022)</td>
<td>Strengthening Pancasila Values in the Era of Globalization</td>
<td>Study qualitative with approach library research</td>
<td>Globalization bring impact positive nor negative. Globalization bring impact progress increasingly technology sophisticated, however impact negative for public That Alone. Society hasn't understand the meaning contained from Pancasila values. Because during This Not yet Lots effort serious thing to do to values Please adhere to Pancasila.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regiani &amp; Dewi (2021)</td>
<td>The Fading of Pancasila Values in Community Life in the Era of Globalization</td>
<td>Research methods literature review</td>
<td>The fade values Pancasila in life society can have serious consequences for Indonesian people, among others start widespread action brawl triggered by p trivial. Then happen case religious blasphemy and occurred crimes in the name of religion such as terrorism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidayat &amp; Dewi (2021)</td>
<td>Increase Awareness Young Generation Against Implementation Pancasila Values in the Era of Globalization</td>
<td>Research methods qualitative</td>
<td>By whole mark Pancasila represent teak self nation, fifth please Pancasila reflect personality Indonesian nation. Temporary that, at the present time culture foreign become attention generation young and made actual habits with mark Pancasila is the cause generation today's youth This impressed negative Because more put forward culture foreign.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sense of Humanity in the Era of Globalization**

According to Novembri (2022) there are five values humanity between other: *first*, truth, something that is not change and character eternal. Truth Possible expressed or stated through various path, name and and form but truth That still One. *Second*, peace is Like the mind and calm that arise from in self. Peace need ability somebody For introspect and lean back self so people will capable organize thoughts, words and needs. *Third*, love or Love love is caress love purely motivating service without selfless for good for other people. Love more Good expressed or stated as energy that penetrates the soul man. *Fourth*, correct behavior or Virtue is behave properly or behave Correct. Behavior the is inherited traits from mercy heart and love love from somebody to other people. *Fifth*, situation without violence is peak from all values humanity that has mentioned on. Being from mark without violence is obey and respect law nature, laws and regulations. Implications from just and civilized humanity is want citizen for honor position every man with the advantages and disadvantages of each. Every one man own right
for get a decent life and always behave Honest as well as use polite norms polite in association sesam humans (Novembri, 2022). On the precepts second Pancasila This contained mark humanity, which the Indonesian people hope for can behave fair towards others without differentiate them. Indonesian society must too own attitude friendly and mutual love self alone, with environment, and love between fellow humans (Regiani & Dewi, 2021). In a relative analysis holistic, Mohammad Hatta views please both Pancasila have consequences “to in” and “out”. Into the become state guidelines for glorify values humanity and rights basic / basic human (human dignity and human rights), with operate function “protect all Indonesian nation and all land spilled Indonesian blood, advancing well-being general, and enlightening life nation”. Get out, become guidelines political abroad is free active in the frame “follow as well as carry out world order based on independence, peace eternal, and social justice” (Sabri, 2021). Presence globalization of course just influence life something nation, influence the can give rise to effect positive and negative in field life. Development very fast society as consequence from globalization and its rapid pace progress technology communication and information need adjustment obedient values and behavior (Adha & Susanto, 2020). As society, we no can stop current globalization because along walking globalization this is very close with development knowledge knowledge and technology. There is no impact whatsoever can avoided (Savitri & Dewi, 2021). According to Yudhanegara in Fadhilah & Dewi (2022), impact negative consequences of globalization especially for humanity society is one of them that is, emergence attitude individualism result ignorance in behavior inhabitant public. They no will problematic life nation with individualism. Globalization no can avoided by the whole world especially indonesian society, so from that’s effort for regenerating values pancasila especially mark humanity in society can we do with instill a sense of nationalism and patriotism in every residents (Regiani & Dewi, 2021). Instill mutual feelings value between difference from lots ethnicity, race and religion and maintain manners and politeness in condition whatever.

Conclusion

Presence globalization Of course just bring influence big for a country, fine That influence positive nor negative. Influence positive obtained from the era of globalization this is one of them that is advances in science and technology, where the world is increasingly develop this knowledge knowledge and technology are also increasing growing and growing advanced. However, globalization this also gives rise to impact negative one of them decreased sense of humanity in oneself public. Decreased sense of humanity this cause people who are indifferent to their surroundings and apply it characteristic individualism. So from that is, so that the values Pancasila this no lost in yourself public We need apply return values Pancasila this with one way with implement mutual feelings appreciate, respect and love without must differentiate between each other, improve concern to around.
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